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Shoe Inn: Making Putting Shoe Covers on Faster, Easier, Safer and Cleaner
Shoe Inn automatic shoe cover dispensers and shoe covers help companies save time and
money by eliminating time wasted when manually applying ordinary shoe covers. They
substantially increase efficiency and productivity, help prevent contamination, and reduce
workplace injuries. “Shoe Inn’s ergonomically-friendly dispensers are an innovative and
cost effective solution for safety and cleanliness in environments that need to meet high
standards like ISO 14644-1 and Federal Standard 209E, HACCP, and GMPs,” says Jeff
Foster, Global Product Manager for the company.
The Shoe Inn Stay automatic shoe cover dispenser is designed for medium to highvolume usage in a wide variety of environments, including food manufacturing and
processing. It is non-electric, so it can be easily deployed at any suitable location. The
ABS plastic and stainless steel machine, which holds up to 220 disposable shoe covers in
two cartridges, is quickly loaded in bulk, which makes it simple to maintain in higher
volume applications. It comes with an adjustable loading feature to make it easy to load
any of Shoe Inn’s eight types of disposable shoe covers. The built-in handlebar is an
added safety measure that helps eliminate the “bootie hop” or, as Foster calls it, a
“worker’s comp claim waiting to happen.”
“With the Shoe Inn Stay, companies benefit from ease of use, time savings, which
translates to increased profitability at the bottom line, and added safety,” said Foster.
About Shoe Inn
For over 10 years, Shoe Inn’s industry leading automatic shoe cover dispensers and
removers have been making putting shoe covers on and taking them off faster, easier,
safer and cleaner. Shoe Inn’s pioneering dispensers and a wide variety of shoe covers are
used by hundreds of companies and organizations spanning small businesses to Fortune
500 companies world wide in industries ranging from food manufacturing and processing
to pharmaceuticals, biotechnology to energy, aerospace to medical devices, and
everything in between. Even our military uses the Shoe Inn system. Shoe Inn also
carries a range of related products, including sticky mats, disposable gloves, and other
personal protective equipment from today's leading manufacturers. For more information,
call 877-595-7463, e-mail info@theshoecovers.com, or visit
www.ShoeInnShoeCovers.com.

